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Chapter 1 
The 2005 Season at Yalbac: Public Places 

 
Permit No. IOA/H/2/1/05(10) 

Accession No. 10163 
 

Lisa J. Lucero, PI 
New Mexico State University 

 
For the 2005 season (May 17-June 24), the Institute of Archaeology granted VOPA permission to: 

1) continue cleaning and profiling looters’ trenches (LT) at and near the site core of Yalbac (Figure 1.1); 
2) continue excavating the test pit in Plaza 1; 3) continue searching for stelae; 4) continue surveying the 
transect between Yalbac and the Cara Blanca pools; and 5) explore the relationship between Str. 2A, the 
largest temple at Yalbac, and Str. 2B.  We also conducted various small projects throughout Yalbac. 

Field director Andrew Kinkella (UC-Riverside) continued surveying the area between Yalbac and 
the Cara Blanca pools for his dissertation project, where he set up a transect 4 km in length from 
Yalbac’s site core (traverse point YL, or YL) to Pool #7 oriented 41°30” (see chapter 3).  Each day 1-2 
students and one excavation assistant went with him.  For her senior honor’s thesis at the University of 
Pennsylvania on Maya ballcourts, field supervisor Joanne P. Baron supervised the exposing of ballcourt 
architecture to reveal how it relates to Temple 2A, to which it is attached in the front (see chapter 2). 

 

 
Figure 1.1 Yalbac 
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2005 Season (May 17-June 24) 

 
We dedicated the 2005 season by planting a cacao tree (kindly donated by Mr. Scott) in the east 

center of Plaza 1. 
Using a Topcon total station, we were able to shoot in several points from various traverse points 

including ballcourt units and datums, the Plaza 1 TP unit and its strata, and so on.  I mention it because 
rather than using the previous traverse point to set the instrument at 0°, we used magnetic north (using a 
north stake determined with a survey compass). 

The appendix includes all artifact provenience and curation information. 
 
Staff 

The 2005 VOPA staff consisted of myself (PI), Andrew Kinkella (Field Director, UC-Riverside), 
and Joanne Baron (Field Supervisor, University of Pennsylvania).  Crew included NMSU field school 
students Monica Corpuz, Kyle Cyran, Doris Herrera, Nancy Komulainen, Rachel Leechin, Debbie 
Maldonado, and Michele Montoya.  The VOPA crew also included four excavation assistants from the 
Valley of Peace Village: Cleofo Choc, Zedekiah Scott, Isabel Ascencio (Don Luna), and Jose Ernesto 
Vasquez. 

 
Funding and Expenses (US$) 

Funding for 2005 was provided by field school fees ($7000), a NMSU Presidential Allotment grant 
($750) and personal funds ($985.56), for a total of $8735.56.  The amounts listed below include project 
expenses only.  Students paid their own expenses (airfare, tuition, food, transportation, IoA fees, etc.).  
Of the total, $900 was paid to the Institute of Archaeology for administrative and consolidation fees; 
$1951.20 for labor costs (including social security); $1704.41 for fuel; $1157.04 for food for PI; $400 
for house and lab rental in Cayo; $376.82 for hotel cost on drive through Mexico; and $2046.09 for 
supplies including internet, phone cards, field equipment, copying, tolls through Mexico, conference 
registration fees, permit application fee, etc. 

 
Previous Research 

Preliminary survey results from the first field season (June 1-July 10, 1997) in the Valley of Peace 
area demonstrated a dispersed settlement pattern located away from rivers, and more dense settlement 
along rivers (Lucero 1997; Lucero et al. 2004).  The major goals of the 1998 field season (May 23-July 
7) were four, three of which focused in the Cara Blanca area: 1) survey for pools, caves and nearby 
settlement (Lucero 1999a); 2) test excavate a presumed ceremonial structure at the edge of a pool 
(Kinkella 2000); 3) explore a pool for offerings (Osterholtz 1999); and 4) map the river center of 
Saturday Creek (Lucero 1999a).  The major goal of the 1999 field season (May 11-July 1) consisted of 
collecting chronological data from the river center of Saturday Creek through a test-pitting program 
(Lucero 1999b).  In addition, a brief return trip was made to Cara Blanca, Pool #1 to collect additional 
chronological data (Kinkella 2000).  We also continued mapping Saturday Creek.  In 2001, I received a 
National Science Foundation grant (BCS #0004410) to conduct extensive excavations at Saturday Creek 
(Jan.19-May 5) (Lucero 2002, 2003a, 2006).  We excavated two small residences, a structure from an 
elite compound, and trenched a temple ball court.  We also generated a preliminary map of the core area 
of Yalbac and surveyed its immediate vicinity to evaluate hinterland settlement (Graebner 2002a, 
2002b).  In 2002, we excavated two small residences on the outskirts of Yalbac, profiled two looters 
trenches, continued mapping core features, conducted survey north of Yalbac to the Cara Blanca pools, 
recorded three more looters trenches (for a total of 29), and tied Yalbac in to the regional archaeology 
map (Graebner and Lucero 2003; Kinkella 2003; Lucero 2003b; Lucero and Graebner 2003).  In 
addition, NMSU graduate student Hollie Jo Fuhrmann conducted a study of the effects of biomedicine 
on traditional midwifery in the Valley of Peace Village (Fuhrmann 2003).  In 2003 (June 11-27) we 
focused our efforts on the acropolis (Hooper 2004a, 2004b), continued excavations at the ball court alley 
(Lucero 2004), and continued survey between Yalbac and the Cara Blanca Pools (Kinkella 2004).  For 
the 2004 season (May 17-June 25), we focused our efforts on profiling temple looters’ trenches 
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(Andrade 2005; Lucero 2005), completing the ballcourt alley test trench (Baron 2005), and continuing 
mapping the transect between Yalbac and the Cara Blanca pools (Kinkella 2005). 

In process of removing the backdirt from the 2002 season (see Lucero 2003b), I realized that I had 
incorrectly labeled the architecture we exposed as Str. 2C rather than Str. 2B. Unfortunately, while we 
were excavating during the heavy rains in 2002, we went through some of the architecture.  The simply 
constructed façade made distinguishing architecture difficult. 
 

The Search for Stelae 
 
One of the goals of the season was to probe for stelae in front of the major temples.  Our efforts 

largely focused in front of Str. 3D and Str. 2F.  I also had the possible stelae noted in the 2004 season in 

Plaza 3 (Lucero 2005), numbered 1 (1.05 x .5 x .3 m) and 3 (.9 x .5 x .4 m)1, completely exposed and 
turned over (see Figure 1.1).  While we did not note any obvious carving (the limestone was badly 
weathered), is is definitely shaped and much larger than nearby construction blocks. 

Our goal was to place posthole tests every meter beginning at the front edge of temples.  We were 
only able to do this in front of Str. 3D due to time constraints.  It took us some time to locate the edges 
because looter’s backdirt obscures them (even though we cleared much of it in 2004).  Since it would 
have taken too much time to remove all the backdirt in the front center of Str. 3D, we decided to 
estimate its location based on the location of edges of the north and south wings.  To accomplish this, 
we exposed a 50 cm section of the edge of the centers of the north and south wings (both oriented N-S).  
The north wing center edge is c. 31.24 m from YG at 70°48’40”.  The south wing center edge is c. 
30.60 m from YG at 118°19’15”.  We then estimated the edge of the main temple structure based on 
the exposed edges (both backfilled and demarcated with flagged stakes).  Each posthole was spaced one 
meter apart.  The 42 postholes focused on the north half of the temple (from center) and extended about 
5 m from the structure edge west into the plaza and about 20 m wide.  The plaza floor is located c. 40-50 
cm below the surface (75.24 m asl).  While the postholes did not reveal any stelae, it did expose a 
possible low-platform similar to the one in front of Temple 2F; the platform is c. 11 cm up from the 
plaza surface.  It is relatively narrow since we only found evidence for it near the edge, and it does not 
appear to extend in front of the wings since we did not find it in the posthole tests in front of the north 
wing (we did not test in front of the south wing).  All postholes were backfilled. 

 
Platform 2F Test Pit 

We excavated a 2 x 2 m test unit oriented 350° (aligned with platform architecture) in the platform 
attached in the front of Temple 2F to look for stelae.  It is located just north of the LT 21 backdirt as 
close as possible to the middle of the platform.  All material was screened through 1/2” mesh. 

 

 
Figure 1.2  Platform 2F test pit north and east wall profiles 

                                                
1 Stela 2 dimensions are .6 x .5 x .3 m; Stela 4 is in boulder-size fragments. 
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While we were not able to excavate to sterile this season, we did expose several plaster floors and 

another platform terrace (stratum 104, not excavated) (Figure 1.2).  We removed c. 50 cm of topsoil to 
expose the first plaster floor (102).  There is a noticeable presence of boulders, some faced, in the 
topsoil that either represent collapse, looter’s debris, or both.  Floor 102 consisted of a thick compact 
sandy plaster with soft chalky-white marl/limestone cobbles and dates to the Late Classic period, as 
does plaster floor 103 (Table 1.1).  Both of these floors show evidence of burning (burnt limestone 
cobbles and fire-cracked flakes).  As Figure 1.2 illustrates, we accidentally went through a floor and 
only saw it in the profile (labeled as 102B); it is c. 20 cm below floor 102 in the north wall.  The 
platform (104), currently about 32-32 cm high and extending c. 80 cm from the east wall, is underneath 
floor 103.  The south edge of the platform appears to be molded.  Floors 105 and 106 abut the platform 
104.  Since floor 105 dates to the Early Classic (though we found several ceramics dating even earlier, 
including handles and orange-paste sherds), the platform clearly was built earlier.  The actual date of 
104 awaits future fieldwork since we did not excavate it.  Nor did we excavate floor 107; consequently, 
it is not possible at present to determine whether it abuts or lies underneath the platform.  Floors 105 and 
106 artifacts appear to have been mixed.  Before backfilling, we placed clear plastic over floor 107. 

 
Table 1.1  Platform 2F test pit artifacts and ceramic dates 

Catalog 
# 

Stratum Description Artifacts, etc. Ceramic dates 

796 101 Topsoil Chert items, quartzite 
chunk 

Late Classic; everted jar, volcanic ash 
sherd, annular base 

797 102 Plaster floor Burnt limestone rocks, 

some covered with 
yellow and orange 
ochre, chert blade, dark 

blue chert core, boulder 
with corner cut out 

Late Classic incurving bowl (w/ 

reddish-brown slip, interior), volcanic 
ash sherd, flaring bowl with flat base 

799 103 Plaster floor Burnt limestone rocks, 

fire-cracked chert flakes 
and cores, chert 
hammerstone 

Late Classic?- volcanic ash /limestone 

tempered sherd w/red slip; Middle 
Preclassic-handles, nubbin, orange 
paste sherd (coarse tempered) 

802 105/106? Plaster floors Chert blade, flakes, and 
cores 

Early Classic incised Balanza Black 
vase; Preclassic orange-paste bowl 

 
The Maya added the platform and later covered it with sloping plaster floors, evidenced by the 

different thicknesses between the north and east wall strata.  They clearly re-plastered the platform 
several times and expanded it in the Early and Late Classic periods.  The Maya also likely conducted 
termination (and thus dedication) rites based on the burned materials.  Due to the large looter’s backdirt 
pile in the platform center, it is difficult to say at present whether or not there were any stelae.  The 
platform served some purpose, as it did at Structure 3D. 

 
Range Structure Looters’ Trenches 

 
Our goal in profiling range structure LT’s was to collect comparable construction pattern data to 

that already collected from the acropolis (Hooper 2004a, 2004b) and temples (Andrade 2005; Lucero 
2005).  After evaluating each range structure LT, we selected LT 6 on the south or front of Str. 1D, LT 
28 on the northeast corner and backside of Str. 1D, and LT 10 on the east and front of Str. 2D (Table 
1.2).  Range structure LT’s not selected for profiling include LT 5 (Str. 1D), which was similar to LT 6, 
but much more shallow.  LT 15 (Str. 1C) was too shallow, as was LT 27 (Str. 1D).  Recovered ceramics 
mostly date to the Late Classic period (Table 1.3).  We covered as much of the sidewalls as we could 
with dirt, which was not much since the sidewalls were quite steep. 
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Table 1.2  Profiled range structure LT’s 

LT# Str. 
no. 

Size (m) Height 
(m) 

LT dimensions 
l x w x d (m) 

Status 

6 1D 35 x 15 8 1.75 x .60 x .70 E, W, and N walls 
profiled 

28 1D 35 x 15 8 7.73 x 2.7 x 1.5 W wall profiled 

10 2D 60 x 10 4 5.11 x 1 x 1.50 W wall profiled 

 
Table 1.3  Profiled range structure LT ceramic dates 

Catalog 
# 

LT, Str. # Context Description Ceramic dates 

763 LT 28, Str. 1D Area 1, 

upper 

Fill Late Classic volcanic ash body sherd 

764 LT 28, Str. 1D Area 2, mid-
upper 

Fill 5 body sherds? 

766 LT 28, Str. 1D Area 3, mid-
lower 

Fill Preclassic bulge bowl, slipped both sides 

765 LT 28 Str. 1D Area 4, 

lower 

Fill 2 body sherds, 1 w/ volcanic ash/limestone temper 

767 LT 28 Str. 1D Clean-up Clean-up Late Classic volcanic ash bowl w/ interior red slip, 
impressed incurving bowl; Early Classic basal flange w/ 

white underslip, z-angle 

788 LT 6 Str. 1D Clean-up Clean-up Late Classic annular base, volcanic ash sherd with 2 
lacing holes, volcanic ash flared jar rim 

789 LT 6 Str. 1D Bulk Clean-up near 
plaster floor 

Late Classic volcanic ash impressed body sherd, narrow 
orifice jar; Preclassic bulge bowl 

790 LT 6 Str. 1D North wall Loose fill below 

plaster floor 

Late Classic painted polychrome flaring vase/bowl, 

annular base; Early Classic basal flange, polychrome 
sherd; Preclassic nubbin, bulge bowl; other: lid 

785 LT 10 Str. 2D  Clean-up Clean-up Late Classic volcanic ash shallow plate, flared bowl w/ 

interior red slip, flange bowl, large annular base, regular 
annular base w/ red slip 

 
Structure 1D 

LT 6 is in the front of the structure facing Plaza 1, and LT 28 is near the northeast corner or 
backside of the same building.  We tied in the profile lines between LT 6 and LT 28 (noted by a ‘X’ on 
each profile): from the upper profile-line edge (a nail) of LT 28, we measured up .73 m to the surface 
and 10.3 m over southwest 89° to LT 6 to a point noted on the east profile face down .69 m.  We were 
also able to tie in LT28 to YE (the ‘X’ noted on profile); it is 32.29 m distant at 309°27’15” (75.99 m 
asl).   

LT 6 
This LT fronts Plaza 1 east of the center of Str. 1D.  We profiled all three exposed walls: west, 

north, and east (Figure 1.3).  The exposed architecture is more similar to that of the acropolis than 
temples—cut stone blocks, thick, hard and smooth plaster floors, sandy plaster mortar, and substantial 
standing walls.  The most recent construction episodes date to the Late Classic based on diagnostic 
sherds.  The looter’s tunnel in the north wall goes through the outer wall and exposes more of the plaster 
floor, as well as a room.  It is not very deep, so it is not clear at present if the room was empty, or had 
been filled by the Maya, or if the roof had collapsed.  The looters may have gone through a doorway 
based on the straight edge on the east side of the looter’s tunnel. 
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Figure 1.3  LT 6, Structure 1D profiles 

 
In the process of re-building or building Structure 1D, the Maya used a loose cobble, pebble, and 

sandy fill beneath a plaster mortar ballast and plaster floor.  They also used lots of sherds, many of 
which seemed to have been placed flat between the fill and mortar.  We recovered several sherds from a 
polychrome vase in this area.  Two of the sherds are painted and depict the upper portion of a male head 
wearing a headdress (Figure 1.4).  Their location suggests that the Maya either broke the vessel as part 
of a termination event or placed a complete vessel that broke as part of a dedication event.  We also 
found a few chert flakes (some fire-cracked) and cores, an unmodified marine shell (Nephronaias) as 
well as some sherds dating to the Early and Preclassic periods. 

 

 
Figure 1.4  LT 6 polychrome sherds 

 
LT 28 
This LT angles; from the south (top), it is oriented 357° for 4.32 m, then runs 53° for 3.41 m.  We 

profiled the west wall, which revealed four terraces with a relatively loose sandy plaster mortar and a 
cut stone façade, some of which is plastered (Figure 1.5).  The boulders, shaped and un-shaped, are 
noticeably larger than those used in the front.  While there is a wide range of dates reflected by the few 
diagnostic sherds, the most recent building phase dates to the Late Classic.  Other artifacts include a few 
chert flakes and a fine-grained dark brown chert lancelet.  
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Figure 1.5 LT 28, Structure 1D profile 

 
Structure 2D, LT 10 

We profiled the west wall (oriented c. 20°), and crew drew the major features—exposed stone—and 
added mortar/fill contexts off-site (Figure 1.6).  The looters removed the upper southeast corner of Str. 
2D facing the plaza.  The architecture is similar to that of LT 28.  There appear to be fewer 
blocks/boulders for two reasons: 1) we profiled it in the rain at the end of the season and thus were 
unable to record as much information as we would have liked; and 2) observations in the field indicate 
that if we had had the time to clean the sidewalls better, we would have been able to expose more 
architecture.  The plaster floor indicates that looters exposed a small part of a room; the floor is not as 
thick as that of Str. 1D.  We only recovered a few sherds, which date the exposed architecture to the 
Late Classic.  We also found body sherds that were quite thick and obviously came from large vessels. 

 

 
Figure 1.6  LT 10, Structure 2D profile 

 
Plaza 1 Test Pit Continued, But Not Completed 

 
We continued excavations at the 2 x 2 m Plaza 1 TP since we were unable to complete excavations 
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in 2004 (see Lucero 2005).2  Our original goal was to collect comparable chronological data to those we 
collected from the center test pits in Plazas 1 and 2 conducted in 2001 (Graebner 2002a, 2002b).  
However, instead of the expected sequence of floor-ballast, floor-ballast, we came upon complicated 
stratigraphy reflecting the fact that the Maya clearly had conducted specific activities, likely ceremonial, 
frequently and over a long time period.  They also maintained and built over earlier phases, and clearly 
dug into earlier phases to place things and/or to make way for newer building programs.  And there can 
be little doubt that they performed termination rites throughout the centuries (lots of evidence for 
burning).  We recovered ceramics dating from the Middle Preclassic through Late Classic periods.  We 
were unable to complete the test pit this season because of the complicated architecture and strata 
exposed. 

I will briefly summarize 2004 results (see Lucero 2005).  In 2004 we began with a 2 x 2 m unit 
oriented 15° over what we thought to be a 2 x 2 m platform (.16 m high) in the center of Plaza 1.  Once 
we started excavations, however, we soon realized that our unit missed the ‘platform.’  We moved the 
unit south and west to incorporate the architecture we exposed in the southwestern corner.  We also 
changed the unit orientation to 300°.  The test pit datum is located 25.42 m from YC at 15°29’50” 
(75.24 m asl) (shot in the 2005 season).  The topsoil (101) yielded a high density of sherds, marine shell, 
a speleothem fragment, obsidian, mano fragments, and chert items.  We soon came upon a cross-shaped 
wall or feature consisting of two-courses of cut and un-cut stones.  From near the wall on top of the 
upper most plaster floor (103, 4-6 cm thick with a pebble and cobble ballast), we recovered Belize Red 
McRae Impressed sherds (c. A.D. 700-900) from wall fill (102) representing at least five different 
vessels.  There are several thick plaster floors and ballasts.  One floor ballast (104) consists of large flat 
limestone blocks with a sandy loam fill (with c. 15% cobbles).  We recovered six speleothem fragments, 
freshwater shell, and sherds, some of which appear to date to Floral Park (c. A.D. 200-300), as do other 
sherds (Monkey Falls, an Uaxactun Unslipped Ware) (Table 1.4).  The undulating plaster and cobble 
floor underneath floor/ballast 104 (105) yielded Sapote Striated sherds dating to Barton Creek, or 300-
100 B.C.  Once we removed this floor we came upon two different strata; 107 in the west part and 106 
in the remainder.  Stratum 107 is a possible uncut boulder wall or a boulder fill.  Many of the 
construction events took place on top of the plaza surface and were concentrated in a relatively small 
area in the plaza center.  

 
Table 1.4  Plaza 1 test pit artifacts and ceramics 

Catalog# Stratum Description Artifacts Ceramics 

2004:     
700 101 Topsoil  Marine shell, possible 

speleothem fragment, obsidian 

blade point, chert flakes, core, 
chunks, bifaces, utilized flake, 
mano fragments; 12 x 10 x 13 
cm and 12 x 8.5 x 4 cm 

Possible miniature jar rim, handles, basal flange, 
pods, rims (including 8 Belize Red McRae 

impressed, likely part of 102 vessels); 1-3 
possible vessels/plates (18) and body sherds 
(21); plates may be part of Belize Red cache in 
102 

701 102 Wall fill - Well-fired Belize Red McRae Impressed; 
Spanish Lookout, A.D. 700-900; 5 different 
vessels 

- 103 Plaster floor - - 

718 104 Large boulder 

and cobble fill 

Speleothem fragments (4), 

freshwater shell 

~Floral Park-A.D. 200-300-Monkey Falls 

Uaxactun Unslipped Ware (p. 145) 

719 105 Plaster floor - Sapote Striated, 300-100 B.C. (p. 107, Fig. 46c) 

720 106 (not 

completely 
excavated 

Boulder/ cobble 

fill 

Freshwater shell, chert flake Preclassic bowl (thickened rim); 

2005:     

                                                
2 Changing the orientation of the test pit in 2004 resulted in some confusion; consequently, the west wall was 
labeled as the south wall in the 2004 report (Lucero 2005), the south wall the east wall, the north wall the west 
wall, and the east the north wall.  This report uses the correct wall designations. 
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751 106 Plaster/marl fill; 
wet: 10YR8/3; 

dry: 10YR8/1 

Jute, freshwater and marine 
shell; charcoal pieces (some 2 

x 2 cm), burned sherds, rose 
quartz (c. 5 x 3 cm), milky 
quartz (c. 2 x 2 cm) 

Preclassic waxy slip, bulge bowl; Middle 
Preclassic Mars orange sherd 

752 107 Marl fill Very few artifacts 2 black striated sherds 

753 108 At first, we 
thought floor; 

but a plaster/marl 
fill 

Chert flakes (9), limestone haft 
biface tip, quartzite biface tip 

See below 

754 Cache 108 

(changed to 
108A) 

Special deposit; 

ashy, charcoal 
flecks 

Chert blade and flakes See below 

756 Cache 108A Special deposit; 

ashy, charcoal 
flecks 

Marine and freshwater shell, 

encrusted bird bone (calcium 
carbonate), ~modified human 
incisor (filed to a point) 

Preclassic squared rim w/ groove bowl; bulge 

bowl with waxy slip 

755 Cache 
108B&C 

Special deposit; 
ashy, charcoal 
flecks 

Marine and freshwater shell, 
modified marine shell 

Preclassic bulge bowl, waxy slip; Middle 
Preclassic handles 

794 Cache 108D Special deposit; 
ashy, charcoal 
flecks 

Marine and freshwater shell, 
mushroom-shaped pink 
limestone, very burned 

limestone fragment 

Preclassic waxy sherds; Middle Preclassic 
handle 

- 109 Small boulder 
dry core fill 

Not excavated - 

- 110 Cobble and sand 
fill 

- - 

- 111 Plaster floor - - 

800 112 (not 
completely 
excavated) 

Special deposit; 
ashy, charcoal 
flecks 

Bones: 1 burned, 1~bird, 2 
long bones, 1~carved; 
1~rodent incisor, 1 large 

phalange, 1 scapula fragment, 
1 large incisor, notched 
obsidian blade, chert biface, 
blades, and flakes, marine 

shells (11 Nephronaias, 27 
spiral), land shells (51 jute, 8 
small snails, 9 Pomocea) 

Preclassic flared bowl w/ waxy slip, bulge bowl, 
squared rim bowl; Middle Preclassic decorated 
jar necks (Baldizon Impressed; 900-300 B.C.); 

incised orange paste jar rim; Abelino Red, 
several handles, ~z-angle Abelino Red (Jenny 
Creek, early facet; 900-600 B.C.) 

795 114 Plaster floor - Preclassic bulge bowl; Abelino Red; jar rim w/ 
black interior slip (?); several of the 53 body 
sherds from same vessel. 

801 115 Special deposit; 
ashy, charcoal 
flecks 

Pink limestone/quartzite 
pebble, marine shell (9 
Nephronaias, 19 spiral), 

freshwater shell (45 jute, 12 
small snails, 3 Pomocea),chert 
blade, chunks, cores (1 with 

blade scars), flakes (1 fire-
cracked), teeth (filed incisor, 
other), bone fragments (1 

burned ~vertebrae) 

Similar to 112; Middle Preclassic; several 
handles, Abelino Red bowls, flared bowl, waxy 
slip, Baldizon Impressed rim and neck sherd, 

orange paste jar rim 

 
In 2005, we removed the backdirt and continued excavating stratum 106, a thick marl/plaster fill 

deposit with soft marl cut stones in the eastern third of the unit (Figures 1.7 and 1.8).  We used the 
original 2004 datum located 31 cm from the southwest corner at 240°, 14 cm above the surface.  
Stratum 106 was quite thick with lots of artifacts including ceramics and shells.  This stratum covered 
stratum 108, within which (i.e., the Maya likely dug through parts of 108) were several layers of 
concentrated artifacts within grayish ashy sandy clay loam including a high proportion of jar rims 
followed by bowls and handles, a few lithics, and unmodified Pomocea shells, jute shells, and 
Nephronaias shells (Figures 1.9 and 1.10).  The same proportion and types of artifacts were recovered  
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Figure 1.7  Plaza 1 test pit south, west, and north wall profiles 
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from strata 112 and 115, as well as cache 108 (changed to 108A, to which we added cache 108B&C, 
and 108D), suggesting that they actually represent the same event.  The different cache 108 designations 
reflect different concentrations of artifacts.  The artifact assemblage was so consistent throughout these 
strata that there almost appeared to be a set assemblage, a recipe if you will, of whole and broken items.  
Other artifacts added to the ‘mix’ include a quartzite biface tip, chert blades and flakes, faunal remains 
(e.g., bird bone, rodent teeth, a carved tooth, etc.), filed human incisors, a notched obsidian blade, and a 
few other items listed on Table 1.4.  We removed most of the stratum 108, revealing 109, but still have a 
small portion on the extreme south side.  We did not have time to excavate fill 109, a small boulder dry 
core fill (Figure 1.11). 

 

 
Figure 1.8  Plaza 1 test pit east wall profile 

 
 

 
Figure 1.9  Strata 112 and 115 shells 
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Figure 1.10  Strata 112 and 115 bowls, jars, and handles; a schematic of possible relationship 
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Figure 1.11  Exposed Plaza 1 test pit strata 

 
Due to the similarity of these strata, we inadvertently dug through a few strata a little, which we 

realized in the west wall profile.  Stratum 110 (cobble and sandy clay fill), which we dug through while 
excavating 107; it was noted in the northwest corner of the unit.  Once we realized this, we began 
excavating 107 and 110 separately, though not much was recovered from 110.  Also missed were plaster 
floor 111, fill 112 (underneath 111), and fill 113 (loose cobble and sand fill).  Fill 113 is found beneath 
107 and did not yield any obvious artifacts.  At first, it appeared that stratum 112 cut through floor 114 
(over 115); however, once we removed floor 114, strata 112 and 115 appear to represent the same 
event/deposit.  Artifacts from 112 largely concentrated in the north side.  In the northeast corner 
underneath 112 we exposed stratum 117, a white marl or plaster fill with medium boulders, which we 
did not excavate.  Stratum 116 may be a wall.   

Floor 114 (dating to c. 600-300 B.C.), which did not extend much beyond the northwest corner of 
the unit, appeared to have been cut into by strata 112 and 115.  Further, in the center north area 
underneath three boulders might be a small bit of plaster floor that is on top of 115.  Alternatively to the 
idea that cache 108, 112, and 115 are the same, they could also reflect the fact that the Maya conducted 
the same activities again and again.  Ceramics from the three strata, however, indicate a predominance 
of Jenny Creek ceramics (900-300 B.C.).  At the end of the season we covered the unit with clear plaster 
before backfilling.  We will continue excavations in future seasons.  
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The profiles show at least six noticeable building episodes (see Figure 1.7).  The earliest visible 
episode appears to have been a platform or altar (117, wall 116).  The Maya then added (2nd episode) a 
floor and ballast (111, 112), after which they built another platform/altar (3rd episode) (113, 110, 107, 
and likely 106) after they had performed a major termination event (112, 115, 108A, B, C, and D), 
which they sealed with plaster (114, not visible in profiles).  Less substantial building phases followed: 
the 4th re-building consists of a plaster floor and ballast (105).  All of these episodes date to the 
Preclassic, beginning at c. 900-600 B.C. with the earliest exposed platform/altar (see Table 1.4) dating 
to c. 300 B.C. (floor 105).  After these construction phases, we noted several re-plasterings (not 
necessarily obvious in the profiles) that appear to have been done in the Preclassic as well.  The Maya 
continued to maintain and use the platform/altar until the next noticeable episode (5th), consisting of a 
thick ballast and plaster floor (104, 103A) sometime between A.D. 200 and 300.  Also sometime in the 
Early Classic, the Maya added to floor 103A (6th), but only a small section as seen in the west wall 
profile (103).  We also noted several pits the Maya had dug through several of the floors and strata, as 
the west, south, and north walls illustrate (e.g., through 103A and 105).  We did not recover anything 
significant from the pits, which may indicate that the Maya deposited organic materials.  They 
covered/re-plastered some of the pits.  The 7th and most recent event (dating to c. A.D. 700-900), as 
mentioned above in the 2004 season summary, consisted of a cross-shaped wall with two-courses of cut 
and un-cut stones; we found Belize Red McRae Impressed sherds from wall fill (102) representing at 
least five different vessels.  With such a small test unit, it is not possible to determine at present which 
floor served as the original plaza surface, though they all may have since they are present in the three 
examined sidewalls. 

 
The Maya of Yalbac clearly considered the plaza center to be of some significance.  If the Maya 

performed rituals, we need to find out why they conducted them in the plaza center versus the temples.  
In the Colonial period in the Yucatán, Bishop de Landa noted that many rites took place in the temple, 
but more often in the plaza at temporary altars (often a pile of stones) (e.g., those in honor of Kukulcan, 
Itzamna) (Tozzer 1941:152, n. 756, 163, n. 854).  For sacrificial rites, the Maya placed in the plaza 
“several great beams [perhaps as wooden stelae; p. 115, n. 530] standing erect and ornamented with 
sculptures” (p. 115).  Perhaps the Maya at Yalbac utilized temporary, semi-permanent, or permanent 
altars, at least in Plaza 1.  We found no comparable complex stratigraphy in the test pits in Plazas 2 and 
3—just the ‘usual’ floor-ballast-floor-ballast sequence (Graebner 2002a, 2002b). 

Plaza 1 is the only plaza without temples; it is surrounded by the acropolis and range structures.  It 
is also the most restricted plaza, and is raised as well.  It would have been difficult, if not impossible, for 
people to witness Plaza 1 events from its entrance, which itself was reached by a staircase.  Ritual 
activities, if represented, probably were associated with construction events (i.e., termination and 
dedication deposits and caches) rather than other kinds of ceremonies. 

 
Small-Scale Projects at and Near Yalbac 

 
Possible Sacbe and Structure 2G 

Last year during his visit, John Morris suggested that there might be stairs on Str. 2G and at the end 
of the possible sacbe at the junction of Plazas 1, 2, and 3.  We cleared the parts of the respective areas 
and found a terrace wall (c. 1.6 m tall oriented 350°) on the west side of Str. 2G (Figure 1.12), the top of 
which (c. 5 m in length and 2 m wide) might have served as a walkway between Temple 2F and the 
entrance to Plaza 3.  Sherds from clean-up included those with volcanic ash paste (flat base with red-
slipped interior) and what appears to be a Preclassic bulge bowl.  We did not find obvious steps on the 
sacbe edge; we would need to excavate it to be sure.  Recovered sherds likely date to the Late Classic 
and include annular bases, an everted jar, bulge bowl/plate, and a figuring fragment—all with volcanic 
ash paste. 
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Figure 1.12 Structure 2G terrace wall 

 
Plaza Surfaces 

Plaza 2 is noticeably absent of surface stones, especially when compared to Plaza 3.  In a few areas, 
however, there are concentrations of stones; they either are broken stelae or small platforms.  We 
photographed them and collected ceramics during clean-up.  There is one north of Str. 2A and one near 
the center of the plaza, the latter we sketched (Figure 1.13) and which is located 55.49 m from YE at 
347°45’50” (70.11 m asl).  The ceramics from the clean-up appear to date to the Late Classic (sherds 
with volcanic ash paste including annular ring bases, a plate with a red-slipped interior, and a narrow 
orifice jar; we also recovered a basal flange sherd, which likely dates to the Early Classic). 

 

 
Figure 1.13  Plaza 2 possible platform 

 
Acropolis Stucco Decoration 

During the clean-up of LT 4 on the west side of 1A-1c in 2003, Cleofo and NMSU graduate student 
John Hooper found painted stucco fragments that came from the terrace wall (Lucero 2004).  I asked 
Cleofo to search for more fragments at the bottom of the terrace, assuming that many had fallen.  In the 
process, Cleofo had an excellent view of the terrace wall; while looking up he noticed a wall held 
together only by roots with what appeared to be stuccoed.  Upon closer inspection, he indeed found a 
stucco wall; based on its position, it appears that most of it had collapsed, and the only parts remaining 
were where tree rooted had kept the stucco wall in place (Figure 1.14).  At present it is difficult to 
determine if the other terrace walls have stucco; I assume they did.  We will continue this program in 
future seasons in the hopes of revealing the iconographic symbols used and their significance.  At 
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present, it is not possible to determine specific iconographic symbols.  We placed all stucco fragments in 
.2 mm plastic bags and buried them near LT 4.  Before doing so, however, we took photos of all 
fragments from the 2003 and 2005 seasons (Figure 1.15).  Not surprisingly, during clean-up we 
recovered sherds from several time periods: from Middle Preclassic (Baldizon Impressed jar neck) 
through Late Classic.  We also noted several Early Classic Balanza Black sherds (straight-sided vase 
without decoration and an angled vase). 

 

 
Figure 1.14  Acropolis with stuccoed terrace wall noted 

 

 
Figure 1.15  Stucco fragments 

 
Micro-Tephrochronology 

We had a visitor from Oxford University, M.A. student Sarah Jack, who conducted her master’s 
research on assessing the use of micro-tephrochronology for dating Maya deposits (Jack 2005).  She 
came for one day (May 18) to extract core samples from LT 7 (Str. 3A) and Plaza 1 TP upper floors (we 
had only just removed the backdirt from the 2004 season).  Unfortunately, the method does not appear to 
be useful for dating stratigraphy. 
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Major Centers in the Vicinity of Yalbac 

Robert Cavness, manager of Yalbac Sawmill, took the VOPA crew on a trip around the Yalbac 
property (c. 198,000 acres, mostly jungle) on two separate occasions.  He showed us two substantial 
major centers, which may have been recorded, but are likely unnamed, and definitely unmapped.  Of 
course there are several looters trenches at both sites.  One (UTM 272.715E 1934.076N) is about the 
size of Yalbac with an acropolis with at least three sunken plazas, temples, and a ballcourt.  The other 
(UTM 280.225E 1936.452N) is noticeably larger; the acropolis has several sunken plazas, with larger 
buildings up top than at Yalbac.  It has a triadic layout—an acropolis with a wall/tall structure to the 
west on the highest terrace (Figure 1.16), the ballcourt and smaller temples to the north on the second 
terrace, and the largest temples (c. 20 m high) to the east.  The massive wall/structure on the south side 
of the likely artificially flattened hilltop (the palace is on the north side of the hilltop) was probably built 
to restrict access and to provide privacy (it is c. 1-2 m wide on top).  The way the site is built on top of 
the hill (we noted several limestone outcrops on the way up) and its layout almost suggests a hilltop 
fortress.  The Maya did not need to build walls on the other sides since the drop-offs are quite steep.  
The looter’s trench at the base of the wall/structure exposed fill, indicating that the Maya had built up 
the acropolis terrace quite a bit.  We collected a few ceramics from looter’s debris, which dated from the 
Preclassic through Classic periods. 
 

 
Figure 1.16  Schematic of major center near Yalbac 

 
Concluding Remarks 

 
Each season brings us closer to appreciating Yalbac’s place in Maya society.  While there are 

several ‘classic’ Maya features (temples, ballcourt, acropolis, range structures, etc.), it also has some 
unique features, especially the temple platforms and the Plaza 1 altar/platform.  Future fieldwork should 
provide the answers as to what purposes they served.  Also, the location of Yalbac on the eastern 
periphery of the southern Maya lowlands also likely played in role in center-planning by its inhabitants.  
The lack of obvious iconography and inscriptions also need explaining, though it is easier to explain the 
lack of hieroglyphs since they are usually only found at larger centers. 
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Appendix 
2005 Artifacts and curation information 

Cat# Site Unit Stratum/ 
Context 

Freq Description and comments Curation 
location 

758 “Site Q” LT Surface 4 1-05-10 rims IoA 

769 BC 1 101 1 3-40-10 ~bird bone IoA 

769 BC 1 101 1 3-15-10 ~monkey phalange IoA 

769 BC 1 101 1 2-12- ls node Backfill 

769 BC 1 101 2 2-10-13 cores Backfill 

769 BC 1 101 2 2-10-18 chunks Backfill 

769 BC 1 101 1 2-10-19 chert blade Backfill 

769 BC 1 101 9 2-10-11 flakes Backfill 

769 BC 1 101 32 1-05-20 body sherds Backfill 

769 BC 1 101 5 1-05-10 rims IoA 

769 BC 1 101 1 1-05-30 base IoA 

769 BC 1 101 1 1-05-53 disc IoA 

768 BC 1 109 1 1-05-10 rim IoA 

768 BC 1 109 9 1-05-20 body sherds IoA 

768 BC 1 109 1 1-05-36 annular base IoA 

768 BC 1 109 1 1-05-34 vase drum base IoA 

768 BC 1 109 1 1-05-30 base IoA 

803 BC 10 101 3 2-10-11 flakes IoA 

803 BC 10 101 13 1-05-20 body sherds IoA 

803 BC 10 101 2 1-05-10 rims IoA 

803 BC 10 101 2 1-05-30 bases (1 flat) IoA 

793 BC 10 102 1 5-10 carbon Export 

805 BC 10 102 3 2-10-11 flakes IoA 

805 BC 10 102 1 2-10-18 chunk IoA 

805 BC 10 102 3 1-05-20 body sherds IoA 

806 BC 10 103 3 2-10-11 flakes IoA 

806 BC 10 103 1 1-05-20 body sherd IoA 

806 BC 10 103 1 1-05-20 z-angle IoA 

804 BC 10 Top102 5 2-10-11 flakes IoA 

804 BC 10 Top102 5 1-05-10 rims IoA 

804 BC 10 Top102 1 1-05-17 flange IoA 

804 BC 10 Top102 2 1-05-36 annular bases IoA 

804 BC 10 Top102 10 1-05-20 body sherds IoA 

770 BC 2 101 1 2-12-18 ls chunk Backfill 

770 BC 2 101 5 2-10-13 cores (1 fire-cracked) Backfill 

770 BC 2 101 1 2-10-27 hammerstone Backfill 

770 BC 2 101 1 2-10-19 chert blade Backfill 

770 BC 2 101 11 2-10-11 flakes (1 fire-cracked) Backfill 

770 BC 2 101 1 6- metal fragment (historic)-~sludge IoA 

770 BC 2 101 24 1-05-20 body sherds Backfill 

770 BC 2 101 5 1-05-10 rims IoA 

770 BC 2 101 1 1-05-36 annular base IoA 

770 BC 2 101 1 1-05-30 medial flange IoA 

771 BC 2 107 1 1-05-10 rim IoA 

771 BC 2 107 1 1-05-20 body sherd IoA 

771 BC 2 107 2 2-10-11 flakes IoA 

772 BC 2 109 1 1-05-10 rim IoA 

772 BC 2 109 8 1-05-20 body sherds Backfill 

772 BC 2 109 1 4-20-10 land shell IoA 

772 BC 2 109 1 3-40-10 ~bird bone IoA 

772 BC 2 109 2 2-10-11 flakes Backfill 
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772 BC 2 109 1 2-10-13 core Backfill 

772 BC 2 109 1 2-21 or 2-serpintine or basalt shaped stone IoA 

773 BC 3 101 2 Quartzite pebbles (not collected); one yellow, one 
pink 

NA 

773 BC 3 101 1 Basalt cobble NA 

773 BC 3 101 1 2-10-27 hammerstone Backfill 

773 BC 3 101 2 Smoothing stones Backfill 

773 BC 3 101 2 2-10-12 biface frags Backfill 

773 BC 3 101 2 2-10-13 cores Backfill 

773 BC 3 101 5 4 chert (2-10-18) and 1 limestone (2-12-18)  Backfill 

773 BC 3 101 1 2-12-11 limestone flake Backfill 

773 BC 3 101 3 1-05-36 annular base IoA 

773 BC 3 101 1 1-05-30 base IoA 

773 BC 3 101 9 1-05-20 body sherds IoA 

773 BC 3 101 1 4-20-10 land shell IoA 

774 BC 4 101 1 2-10-13 core Backfill 

774 BC 4 101 2 2-10-11 flakes Backfill 

774 BC 4 101 2 1-05-10 rims IoA 

774 BC 4 101 6 1-05-20 body sherds IoA 

775 BC 4 106 1 1-05-20 body sherd IoA 

777 BC 5 101 1 2-24-11 quartzite flake Backfill 

777 BC 5 101 3 2-10-11 flakes Backfill 

777 BC 5 101 10 1-05-10 body sherds IoA 

777 BC 5 101 6 1-05-10 rims IoA 

776 BC 6 101 2 Very burned limestone fragments Backfill 

776 BC 6 101 1 2-10-12 biface tip Backfill 

776 BC 6 101 1 2-10-13 core Backfill 

776 BC 6 101 4 2-10-18 chunks Backfill  

776 BC 6 101 7 2-10-11 flakes (1 fire-cracked) Backfill 

776 BC 6 101 6 1-05-10 rims IoA 

776 BC 6 101 1 1-05-36 annular base IoA 

776 BC 6 101 14 1-05-20 body sherds Backfill 

778 BC 7 101 2 3-10-10 bone fragments IoA 

778 BC 7 101 1 Quartzite rock Backfill 

778 BC 7 101 3 Very burned limestone fragments Backfill 

778 BC 7 101 5 2-10-11 flakes (1 fire-cracked) Backfill 

778 BC 7 101 4 2-10-18 chunks (1 burned) Backfill 

778 BC 7 101 2 2-10-13 cores Backfill 

778 BC 7 101 1 4-10-10 marine shell IoA 

778 BC 7 101 24 1-05-20 body sherds Backfill 

778 BC 7 101 2 1-05-36 annular base IoA 

778 BC 7 101 1 1-05-35 foot IoA 

778 BC 7 101 6 1-05-10 rims IoA 

779 BC 7 104 2 1-05-10 rims IoA 

779 BC 7 104 7 1-05-20 body sherds IoA 

780 BC 8 101 5 2-10-11 flakes Backfill 

780 BC 8 101 26 1-05-20 body sherds Backfill 

780 BC 8 101 2 4-10-10 marine shell IoA 

780 BC 8 101 1 1-05-35 slab foot IoA 

780 BC 8 101 2 1-05-17 decorated flanges IoA 

780 BC 8 101 4 1-05-10 rims IoA 

784 BC 9 101 7 2-10-11 flakes Backfill 

784 BC 9 101 15 1-05-20 body sherds Backfill 

784 BC 9 101 3 1-05-10 rims IoA 

784 BC 9 101 2 1-05-17 ~flanges IoA 
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783 BC 9 102 5 1-05-10 rims IoA 

783 BC 9 102 1 1-05-17 flange IoA 

783 BC 9 102 1 3-12-10 ~deer antler fragment IoA 

783 BC 9 102 1 2-10-13 core Backfill 

783 BC 9 102 4 2-10-11 flakes Backfill 

783 BC 9 102 1 4-20-10 land shell (jute) Backfill 

783 BC 9 102 14 1-05-20 body sherds Backfill 

781 BC 9 105 1 2-10-11 flake IoA 

781 BC 9 105 2 1-05-10 rims IoA 

781 BC 9 105 4 1-05-20 body sherds (1 w/ hatching &striations) IoA 

791 BC 9 Floor 103 3 1-05-10 rims IoA 

791 BC 9 Floor 103 1 2-10-13 core IoA 

791 BC 9 Floor 103 3 1-05-20 body sherds IoA 

791 BC 9 Floor 103 1 1-05-17 flange IoA 

791 BC 9 Floor 103 1 2-23-19 obsidian blade fragment (~notched) IoA 

782 BC 9 Top of 102 3 2-10-11 flakes Backfill 

782 BC 9 Top of 102 6 1-05-20 body sherds IoA 

782 BC 9 Top of 102 5 1-05-10 rims IoA 

782 BC 9 Top of 102 1 1-05-17 flange IoA 

798 BC 9 Top103 2 1-05-10 rims IoA 

798 BC 9 Top103 1 1-05-17/36 flange/annular base IoA 

798 BC 9 Top103 1 1-05-10 diagnostic body sherd IoA 

798 BC 9 Top103 12 1-05-20 body sherds Backfill 

798 BC 9 Top103 4 2-10-11 flakes Backfill 

760 N. of 2A Rock pile Clean-up 5 1-05-10 rims IoA 

796 Platform 2F TP 101 5 2-10-11 flakes Backfill 

796 Platform 2F TP 101 1 2-10-18 chunk Backfill 

796 Platform 2F TP 101 1 2-24-18 quartzite chunk Backfill 

796 Platform 2F TP 101 5 2-10-13 cores Backfill 

796 Platform 2F TP 101 1 2-10-17 flake tool (scraper) Backfill 

796 Platform 2F TP 101 2 1-05-30 bases IoA 

796 Platform 2F TP 101 4 1-05-10 rims IoA 

796 Platform 2F TP 101 1 1-05-36 annular base IoA 

796 Platform 2F TP 101 2 1-05-10 diagnostic sherds IoA 

796 Platform 2F TP 101 26 1-05-20 body sherds Backfill 

797 Platform 2F TP 102 4 1-05-10 rims (2 sherds, 1 base and 1 bowl rim from 
the same vessel) 

IoA 

797 Platform 2F TP 102 7 1-05-20 body IoA 

797 Platform 2F TP 102 1 1-05-30 flat base IoA 

797 Platform 2F TP 102 1 2-10-18 chunk Backfill 

797 Platform 2F TP 102 1 2-10-13 dark blue core Backfill 

797 Platform 2F TP 102 5 2-10-11 flakes Backfill 

797 Platform 2F TP 102 1 2-10-19 chert blade Backfill 

799 Platform 2F TP 103 3 2-10-11 flakes (1 fire-cracked) Backfill 

799 Platform 2F TP 103 3 2-10-13 cores (1 fire-cracked) Backfill 

799 Platform 2F TP 103 1 2-10-27 hammerstone Backfill 

799 Platform 2F TP 103 5 1-05-10 body sherds IoA 

799 Platform 2F TP 103 2 1-05-60 handles IoA 

802 Platform 2F TP 105 2 2-10-11 flakes IoA 

802 Platform 2F TP 105 1 2-10-19 chert blade IoA 

802 Platform 2F TP 105 2 2-10-13 cores IoA 

802 Platform 2F TP 105 19 1-05-20 body sherds IoA 

802 Platform 2F TP 105 3 1-05-10 rims IoA 

751 Plaza 1  TP 106 3 4-10-10 marine shells IoA 

751 Plaza 1  TP 106 1 4-20-10 land shell IoA 
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751 Plaza 1  TP 106 1 5-10 carbon Export  

751 Plaza 1  TP 106 5 1-05-10 rims IoA 

751 Plaza 1  TP 106 5 1-05-20 body sherds IoA 

751 Plaza 1  TP 106 99 1-05-20 body sherds Backfill 

752 Plaza 1  TP 107 1 1-05-20 body sherd IoA 

753 Plaza 1  TP 108 9 2-10-11 flakes Backfill 

753 Plaza 1  TP 108 1 2-12-12 limestone haft biface tip Backfill 

753 Plaza 1  TP 108 1 2-32-12 quartzite haft biface tip Backfill 

800 Plaza 1 TP 112 14 3-10/40-10 (1 burned, 1~bird, 2 long bones, 
1~carved) 

IoA 

800 Plaza 1 TP 112 2 1~rodent incisor, 1 large incisor (non-human) IoA 

800 Plaza 1 TP 112 2 1 large phalange, 1 large scapula fragment IoA 

800 Plaza 1 TP 112 1 2-23-19 notched obsidian blade IoA 

800 Plaza 1 TP 112 1 2-10-12 biface Backfill 

800 Plaza 1 TP 112 8 2-10-11 flakes Backfill 

800 Plaza 1 TP 112 6 2-10-19 chert blades Backfill 

800 Plaza 1 TP 112 466 1-05-20 body sherds Backfill 

800 Plaza 1 TP 112 38 4-10-10 marine shells (11 Nephronaias, 27 spiral) IoA 

800 Plaza 1 TP 112 68 4-20-10 land shells (51 jute, 8 small snails, 9 
Pomocea) 

IoA 

800 Plaza 1 TP 112 4 1-05-37 flat bases IoA 

800 Plaza 1 TP 112 1 1-05-30 z-angle IoA 

800 Plaza 1 TP 112 2 1-05-60 handles IoA 

800 Plaza 1 TP 112 5 1-05-10 decorated jar sherds IoA 

800 Plaza 1 TP 112 1 1-05-15 lid IoA 

800 Plaza 1 TP 112 7 1-05-10 diagnostic sherds IoA 

800 Plaza 1 TP 112 14 1-05-12 jar rims IoA 

800 Plaza 1 TP 112 16 1-05-11 bowl rims IoA 

800 Plaza 1 TP 112 8 1-05-22 jar necks IoA 

795 Plaza 1 TP 114 3 1-05-10 rims IoA 

795 Plaza 1 TP 114 7 1-05-10 diagnostic sherds IoA 

795 Plaza 1 TP 114 53 1-05-20 body sherds, several from same vessel, but 

none even close to being complete; one was possibly 
shaped (disc-like) 

Backfill 

792 Plaza 1  TP 115 1 5-10 carbon Export 

792 Plaza 1  TP 115 1 5-10 carbon Export 

801 Plaza 1 TP 115 1 Pink limestone/quartzite pebble Backfill 

801 Plaza 1 TP 115 3 2-10-18 chunks Backfill 

801 Plaza 1 TP 115 1 2-10-19 chert blade Backfill 

801 Plaza 1 TP 115 2 2-10-13 cores (w/ blade scars) Backfill 

801 Plaza 1 TP 115 12 2-10-11 flakes (1 fire-cracked) Backfill 

801 Plaza 1 TP 115 245 1-05-20 body sherds Backfill 

801 Plaza 1 TP 115 7 3-10-10 bone fragments (1 burned ~vertebrae) IoA 

801 Plaza 1 TP 115 28 4-10-10 marine shell (9 Nephronaias, 19 spiral) IoA 

801 Plaza 1 TP 115 60 4-20-10 land shell (45 jute, 12 small snails, 3 
Pomocea) 

IoA 

801 Plaza 1 TP 115 2 Teeth (incisor, other) IoA 

801 Plaza 1 TP 115 14 1-05-12 jar rims IoA 

801 Plaza 1 TP 115 1 1-05-22 decorated jar necks IoA 

801 Plaza 1 TP 115 3 1-05-22 jar necks IoA 

801 Plaza 1 TP 115 3 1-05-10 decorated jar sherds IoA 

801 Plaza 1 TP 115 2 1-05-37 flat bases IoA 

801 Plaza 1 TP 115 1 Possible handle or figurine fragment IoA 

801 Plaza 1 TP 115 3 1-05-60 handles IoA 

801 Plaza 1 TP 115 15 1-05-11 bowl rims IoA 

754 Plaza 1  TP Cache 108 1 5-20 flotation sample (1 liter of soil floated) Export 
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754 Plaza 1  TP Cache 108 1 5-10 carbon Export 

754 Plaza 1  TP Cache 108 4 2-10-11 flakes Backfill 

754 Plaza 1  TP Cache 108 1 2-10-19 chert blade Backfill 

756 Plaza 1  TP Cache 108A 2 4-10-10 marine shell IoA 

756 Plaza 1  TP Cache 108A 1 4-20-10 land shell IoA 

756 Plaza 1  TP Cache 108A 1 3-40-10 encrusted bird bone (calcium carbonate) IoA 

756 Plaza 1  TP Cache 108A 1 3-11-21 ~modified human incisor IoA 

756 Plaza 1  TP Cache 108A 8 1-05-10 rims (one possible lid) IoA 

756 Plaza 1  TP Cache 108A 78 1-05-20 body sherds Backfill 

755 Plaza 1  TP Cache 108B&C 6 4-10-10 marine shell IoA 

755 Plaza 1  TP Cache 108B&C 8 4-20-10 land shell IoA 

755 Plaza 1  TP Cache 108B&C 1 4-10-10 modified marine shell IoA 

755 Plaza 1  TP Cache 108B&C 3 1-05-10 rims (2 jars, 1 bowl) IoA 

755 Plaza 1  TP Cache 108B&C 3 1-05-20 body sherds IoA 

755 Plaza 1  TP Cache 108B&C 1 1-05-60 handle IoA 

755 Plaza 1  TP Cache 108B&C 64 1-05-20 body sherds Backfill 

794 Plaza 1 TP Cache 108D 6 4-10-10 marine shell IoA 

794 Plaza 1 TP Cache 108D 7 4-20-10 land shell IoA 

794 Plaza 1 TP Cache 108D 1 Mushroom-shaped pink limestone Backfill 

794 Plaza 1 TP Cache 108D 1 Very burned limestone fragment Backfill 

794 Plaza 1 TP Cache 108D 31 1-05-20 body sherds Backfill 

794 Plaza 1 TP Cache 108D 1 1-05-60 handle IoA 

794 Plaza 1 TP Cache 108D 5 1-05-10 diagnostic sherds IoA 

761 Plaza 2 rock 
pile 

N. ‘wall’ Clean-up 1 1-05-36 annular base IoA 

761 Plaza 2 rock 
pile 

N. ‘wall’ Clean-up 1 1-05-17 flange IoA 

762 Plaza 2 rock 

pile 

W. ‘wall’ Clean-up 6 1-05-10 rims IoA 

762 Plaza 2 rock 
pile 

W. ‘wall’ Clean-up 1 1-05-17 flange IoA 

809 Pool #7 Mound 

group 

Surface 7 1-05-20 body sherds Not collected 

809 Pool #7 Mound 
group 

Surface 1 1-05-10 rim IoA 

807 Pool #7 TP 101 65 1-5-20 body sherds Not collected 

807 Pool #7 TP 101 1 4-20-10 Pomocea shell Not collected 

807 Pool #7 TP 101 2 1-05-37 flat bases IoA 

807 Pool #7 TP 101 1 1-05-36 annular base IoA 

807 Pool #7 TP 101 11 1-05-10 rims IoA 

813 Pool #7 TP 102 4 1-05-10 rims IoA 

813 Pool #7 TP 102 1 1-05-37 flat base IoA 

813 Pool #7 TP 102 2 1-05-20 body sherds IoA 

813 Pool #7 TP 102 1 2-10-11 flake IoA 

813 Pool #7 TP 102 73 1-05-20 body sherds Not collected 

811 Pool #7 TP 103 8 1-05-20 body sherds Not collected 

811 Pool #7 TP 103 3 1-05-10 diagnostic body sherds  IoA 

814 Pool #7 TP 104 2 2-10-11 flakes IoA 

814 Pool #7 TP 104 18 1-05-20 body sherds Not collected 

814 Pool #7 TP 104 2 1-05-10 rims IoA 

814 Pool #7 TP 104 1 1-05-17 IoA 

814 Pool #7 TP 104 4 1-05-10 diagnostic body sherds IoA 

786 Sacbe Entrance Clean-up 6 1-05-20 body sherds Backfill 

786 Sacbe Entrance Clean-up 5 1-05-10 rims IoA 

786 Sacbe Entrance Clean-up 1 1-05-36 annular IoA 

786 Sacbe Entrance Clean-up 1 1-05-61 figurine fragment IoA 
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787 Str. 1A Stucco Clean-up 5 1-05-10 rims (1 vase) IoA 

787 Str. 1A Stucco Clean-up 1 2-10-11 flake IoA 

787 Str. 1A Stucco Clean-up 1 1-05-15 ~lid IoA 

763 Str. 1D LT28 Area 1 1 1-05-20 body sherd IoA 

764 Str. 1D LT28 Area 2 5 1-05-20 (same vessel?) IoA 

766 Str. 1D LT28 Area 3 1 1-05-10 rim IoA 

766 Str. 1D LT28 Area 3 2 1-05-20 body sherds IoA 

765 Str. 1D LT28 Area 4 2 1-05-20 body sherds IoA 

767 Str. 1D LT28 Clean-up 4 1-05-10 rims IoA 

767 Str. 1D LT28 Clean-up 1 1-05-17 flange IoA 

767 Str. 1D LT28 Clean-up 2 1-05-30 bases IoA 

767 Str. 1D LT28 Clean-up 2 2-10-11 flakes IoA 

767 Str. 1D LT28 Clean-up 1 2-10-12 lancelet (fine-grained dark brown) IoA 

767 Str. 1D LT28 Clean-up 1 1-05-20 body sherd IoA 

790 Str. 1D LT6 Area A (loose fill) 1 4-10-10 marine shell (Nephronaias) IoA 

790 Str. 1D LT6 Area A (loose fill) 15 2-10-11 flakes (3 fire-cracked) Backfill 

790 Str. 1D LT6 Area A (loose fill) 2 2-10-13 cores Backfill 

790 Str. 1D LT6 Area A (loose fill) 57 1-05-20 body sherds Backfill 

790 Str. 1D LT6 Area A (loose fill) 18 1-05-10 rims IoA 

790 Str. 1D LT6 Area A (loose fill) 4 1-05-10 polychrome sherds (w/head and 
 headdress) 

IoA 

790 Str. 1D LT6 Area A (loose fill) 3 1-05-30 bases IoA 

790 Str. 1D LT6 Area A (loose fill) 1 1-05-36 annular base IoA 

790 Str. 1D LT6 Area A (loose fill) 2 1-05-17 flanges IoA 

790 Str. 1D LT6 Area A (loose fill) 1 1-05-35 ~slab foot IoA 

790 Str. 1D LT6 Area A (loose fill) 3 1-05-15 lids IoA 

789 Str. 1D LT6 Bulk 5 1-05-10 rims IoA 

788 Str. 1D LT6 Clean-up 1 1-05-36 annular base IoA 

788 Str. 1D LT6 Clean-up 1 1-05-10 rim IoA 

788 Str. 1D LT6 Clean-up 1 1-05-20 body sherd w/ 2 lacing holes IoA 

785 Str. 2D  LT10 Clean-up 10 1-05-20 body sherds, some quite thick and from 
large vessels 

Backfill 

785 Str. 2D  LT10 Clean-up 2 1-05-10 rims IoA 

785 Str. 2D  LT10 Clean-up 3 1-05-36 annular base IoA 

757 Str. 2G Terrace Clean-up 1 1-05-10 rim IoA 

757 Str. 2G Terrace Clean-up 1 1-05-30 base (flat) IoA 

759 Str. 3D S. wing Clean-up 2 1-05-10 rims IoA 

759 Str. 3D S. wing Clean-up 1 1-05-36 annular base IoA 

759 Str. 3D S. wing Clean-up 1 1-05-62 ~figurine fragment IoA 

759 Str. 3D S. wing Clean-up 3 2-10-11 flakes Backfill 

759 Str. 3D S. wing Clean-up 2 2-10-18 cores Backfill 

750 Str. 3D N. wing Clean-up 2 2-10-13 cores Backfill  

750 Str. 3D N. wing Clean-up 3 2-10-11 flakes Backfill 

750 Str. 3D N. wing Clean-up 1 2-10-18 chunk Backfill 

750 Str. 3D N. wing Clean-up 5 1-05-10 rims IoA 

750 Str. 3D N. wing Clean-up 3 2-10-17 flanges IoA 

808 Transect M29 Surface 1 1-05-20 body sherd Not collected 

810 Transect M42 Lower level 12 1-05-20 body sherds Not collected 

810 Transect M42 Lower level 7 1-05-10 rims IoA 

810 Transect M42 Lower level 1 1-05-37 flat base IoA 

810 Transect M42 Lower level 1 1-05-10 diagnostic body sherd IoA 

812 Transect M42 Upper level 1 2-10-13 core IoA 

812 Transect M42 Upper level 1 2-10-11 flake IoA 

812 Transect M42 Upper level 1 2-10-18 chunk IoA 

812 Transect M42 Upper level 11 1-05-20 body sherds Not collected 
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812 Transect M42 Upper level 7 1-05-10 rims IoA 
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Chapter 2 

Chalk Talk at Yalbac: 2005 Season at the Ballcourt 

 

Joanne P. Baron 

University of Pennsylvania 

 

The 2005 excavations at the Yalbac ballcourt were a continuation of work that had previously been 

conducted (Baron 2005; Lucero 2003, 2004).1  Excavations in the ballcourt alley had been completed in 

2004 and revealed two Late Preclassic flooring episodes, one of which was associated with a Preclassic 

ballcourt bench.  Furthermore, it appears that the Maya terminated the ballcourt in the Late Preclassic 

period, and did not use it again until the Late Classic period.  

There were three questions to address in the 2005 season.  The first was the nature of the ballcourt’s 

terminal phase construction. Second, we wanted to understand the relationship between the ballcourt 

and Structure 2A, the abutting temple.  Structure 2A is the largest pyramidal building at the site (16 m 

tall), and the only one that has not suffered looting.  However, no chronological data have yet been 

collected for this structure.  The position of the ballcourt in relation to Structure 2A is unusual.  While 

ballcourts at many Maya sites are located behind temples or within major plazas (e.g., Cahal Pech and 

Xunantunich), Yalbac’s ballcourt is attached to the front of Structure 2A.  This configuration would 

have blocked an axial stairway and obstructed the structure from the plaza.  Third and lastly, we wanted 

to investigate nearby areas beyond the playing alley to look for evidence of ballgame-related activities 

(e.g., feasting).  Excavations at the ballcourt focused on its final construction phase to address these 

three issues.  

Excavations were designed to expose the terminal architecture of ballcourt Structures 2B and 2C.  

This was accomplished with a series of one to two meter-wide axial trenches across both structures and 

through the center of the alley (Figure 2.1).  All these units are aligned to ballcourt architecture, 18° east 

of north.  

 

 
Figure 2.1  2005 excavation units 

                                                
1
 This chapter is largely taken from an article in Research Reports in Belizean Archaeology (Baron 2006), though 

it provides more details about the 2005 excavations. 
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The greatest effort was focused on a 2 x 9 m trench running from the estimated area of juncture 

between Structures 2A and 2B to the estimated eastern edge of Structure 2B.  This trench was divided 

into four 2 x 2 m and one 1 x 2 m units, numbered 1-5.  To the south of this trench was placed another, 

unit 6, and measuring 3 x 1 m, to expose more of the sloping playing wall.  This trench was confined to 

the eastern, bottom portion of Structure 2B and did not continue above the sloping surface.  A 1 x 6.5 m 

trench (unit 7) was opened in Structure 2C to fully establish the parallel, mirror-image nature of the 

structures and support the final conclusion that these structures represent a ballcourt.  Finally, for 

clarification of the base of each structure, units 7 and 5 were connected with a final unit (#8), which was 

an eastern extension of units 5 and 6, and a narrow (.5 m wide) trench along the alley floor.  The 

placement of these trenches was designed to partially overlap the original ballcourt alley trench 

excavated in the 2002-2004 seasons.  The datum for this original trench is located 15.24 m distant from 

YP at 12º (measured in 2004 with compass and tape; the re-shot measurement using the total station is 

15°1’15”, 15.23 m distant from YP).  The southwest corner of unit 8 is located at 14.51 m 5º 50’ 45” 

distant from YP, while the southwest corner of unit 7, measured from a different traverse point ( ), is 

20.04 m 188º 29’ 20” distant from YO. After excavation, diagnostic sherds from units 1-8 were 

bagged, labeled, and placed at the bottom of each unit.  The trenches were then lined with plastic and 

backfilled. 

 

Ballcourt Architecture 

 

In order to determine the formal characteristics of the ballcourt’s terminal phase construction, 

excavation was designed to expose the architecture of Structures 2B and 2C.  However, excavators of 

the alley trench in 2002 had accidentally mistaken architectural layers for collapse and removed them.  

The area of this removal corresponded to the center of our units 4, 5, and 8.  The internal strata of 

Structure 2B were therefore also included in analysis.  The original trench, however, was only 1 m wide, 

and intact strata were left on either side.  The end result was an exposed profile of the fill behind the 

sloping playing wall and the foundation underneath it (Figure 2.2).  Based upon the 2002 excavations 

and the trenches on Structure 2B, conclusions could be drawn about the construction of the ballcourt’s 

terminal phase.  

Excavations revealed a line of small boulders on top of the plastered playing alley, which formed a 

low step only about 20 cm tall (Stratum 113).  Most of these stones were no longer present in unit 8, 

possibly having been removed in 2002.  Above these stones was a layer of cobbles set in mortar 

(Stratum 110) about 20-30 cm thick.  This stratum was best exposed on a narrow line between units 5 

and 6, since elsewhere it was covered in cobble facing stones or collapse.  Above the layer of cobbles 

was a layer of large, flat boulders set in mortar (Stratum 108).  The eastern edge of these flat stones was 

set back from the first line of small boulders by 20-30 cm to account for the sloping of the playing wall.  

These three layers apparently made up the foundation of Structure 2B, and may have continued 

westward all the way underneath the structure.  

Above the flat stones set in mortar was piled dry fill of stones of all sizes, from large boulders to 

small pebbles (Stratum 106).  It was this fill that was removed in 2002 in the center of the trench.  The 

fill was placed to create the sloping wall of the playing alley, which was then covered with a layer of 

facing stones (Stratum 103b), continuing all the way down to the level of the first foundation layer, the 

line of small boulders.  The resulting slope rose above the alley at an angle of about 30º and ended about 

2 m above and 3 m west of the edge of the alley.  Unfortunately, the placement of the cut stones of 

Stratum 103b was not entirely clear after excavation.  They had been removed entirely within the area of 

the 2002 trench, and on either side of this area, facing stones seem to have slid away, piling up at the 

bottom of the sloping wall.  In unit 6, more facing stones appear to have been left in place (Figure 2.3).  

Judging from this unit, the facing stones of the sloping wall were probably set in a stepped-back 

formation and then covered in plaster.  However, the cut stones recovered from unit 6 were not well 
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lodged in place, and the possibility remains that they were originally set in some other position, and 

have since slumped to their current configuration. 

 

 
Figure 2.2  Structures 2A, 2B, 2C North Profile 
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Figure 2.3  Possible Facing Stones (Stratum 103b) in unit 6 

 

West of this sloping wall was a platform, about 60 cm wide, composed of more large, flat boulders 

set in plaster (Stratum 103a).  This platform was placed on top of the dry fill exposed in unit 4.  Above 

the narrow platform rose a nearly vertical wall face, about 1.5 m high (Stratum 102).  Excavators of this 

wall recovered several flint cores, as well as other types of stone, including polished river stones and 

possibly basalt.  Apparently these were used as part of the masonry fill.  Wall 102 formed a retaining 

wall for the rest of Structure 2B behind it, which was capped with an eroded platform (Stratum 107).  

This platform continued westward to the juncture with Structure 2A.  

Our attempt to expose the architecture of Structure 2C was less successful.  The 1.5 m vertical wall 

on top of the playing wall cannot anchor topsoil or vegetation; it was thus fully exposed, along with the 

narrow platform at its base.  These two features were given the same stratum numbers (102 and 103, 

respectively) as those on Structure 2B.  The existence of the features at the same height demonstrates 

that the structures indeed represent a ballcourt.  However, exposure of the sloping wall of Structure 2B 

was not zealous enough and it became clear at the end of the season that while not all of the collapse on 

Structure 2C had been removed, there was insufficient time to remove it.  Therefore, the sloping playing 

wall of Structure 2C is reconstructed by analogy to the much more fully excavated Structure 2B.  

Between the two structures was exposed the much eroded plaster floor of the final playing alley 

(Stratum 112).  While this floor was not reported in 2002 when the original trench was excavated, its 

cobble ballast can be seen in the north profile of the ballcourt alley unit completed in 2004 (see Baron 

2004:Figure 2.5).  Just east of the first line of stones forming the ballcourt masonry, several large stones 

rise out of the plaster floor.  We labeled this feature stratum 111, but there was some disagreement as to 

its significance.  Around this pile of stones, plaster had melted away, making it difficult to determine 
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where the masonry ballcourt began and the plaster floor ended.  It is likely that the plaster floor was 

reinforced by large ballast stones, which were subsequently disturbed by root activity (Figure 2.4).  

 

 
Figure 2.4  Stratum 111 in unit 8 

 

All of the features just discussed yielded Late Classic (c. A.D. 600-800) ceramics (Table 2.1).  

While it was originally surmised that the foundation layers of Str. 2B might have been built during an 

earlier phase of construction, the ceramics recovered showed that this was probably not the case.  

Therefore the entirety of the architecture exposed in 2005 represents the terminal construction of the 

ballcourt, and the architecture of its Late Preclassic predecessor still lies buried underneath, or was 

demolished during the its Late Preclassic termination or Late Classic re-building. 

 

Table 2.1  2005 Ballcourt ceramic dates 

Catalog

# 

Unit Stratum Description Artifacts Ceramic dates 

769 BC-1 101 Topsoil ~Bird bone, ~monkey phalange, 

limestone node, and chert 

chunks, cores, blade, and flakes 

Late Classic large turnip jar rim; Early 

Classic z-angle; Preclassic bulge bowl 

768 BC-1 109 2A façade - Late Classic; annular ring base, shallow 

plate, volcanic ash paste 

777 BC-2 109 2A façade ~Bird bone, chert core and 

flakes, jute, serpentine or basalt 

shaped stone 

Late Classic; incurving bowl w/ slight 

ridge on outside; volcanic ash paste 

771 BC-2 107 2B façade - Late Classic; jar rims—flared 

770 BC-2 101 Topsoil Limestone chunk, chert cores (1 

fire-cracked), flakes (1 fire-

cracked), hammerstone, chert 

blade 

Late Classic bowl slipped on both sides; 

Late Classic volcanic ash annular base; 

Early Classic z-angle; ~Preclassic bulge 

bowl 
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NA BC-2 105 Architecture/o

verburden 

- - 

773 BC-3 101 Topsoil Quartzite pebbles (1 yellow, 1 

pink), basalt cobble, 

hammerstone, smoothing 

stones, biface fragments, cores, 

chert and limestone chunks, 

limestone flake 

Late Classic volcanic ash flared bowls 

(2) slipped both sides, volcanic ash 

annular base, everted jar rim; Preclassic 

bulge bowl 

774 BC-4 101 Topsoil Chert core and flakes Late Classic volcanic ash straight-sided 

bowl, slipped both sides, everted jar rim 

775 BC-4 106 Dry core fill - 2 Late Classic volcanic ash body sherds 

777 BC-5 101 Topsoil Quartzite flake, chert flakes Late Classic volcanic ash incurving 

bowl with interior slip (~exterior), 

volcanic ash flared bowl, 2 large everted 

jar rims, narrow orifice everted jar rim 

(or a Preclassic bowl) 

776 BC-6 101 Topsoil Very burned limestone 

fragments, biface tip, chert 

core, chunks, and flakes (1 fire-

cracked) 

Late Classic volcanic ash red slipped 

(interior) bowl, volcanic ash body sherd 

780 BC-8 101 Topsoil Chert flakes Late Classic foot; Early Classic/Late 

Classic flange; Early Classic flange; 

orange volcanic ash paste narrow orifice 

jar w/ red slip on both sides—straight-

sided 

778 BC-7 101 Topsoil Bone fragments, quartzite rock, 

very burned limestone 

fragments, marine shell, chert 

cores, chunks (1 burned, and 

flakes (1 fire-cracked) 

Late Classic volcanic ash foot, bowl 

(volcanic ash, limestone temper), 

annular base, volcanic ash plate; Early 

Classic flange 

 

Relationship of the Ballcourt to Structure 2A 

The second area of inquiry during the 2005 field season was to determine the relationship between 

Structures 2A and 2B.  Finding out where and how they abutted proved laborious and time consuming, 

as many large boulders that had fallen from Structure 2A had to be removed.  However, the juncture of 

the two structures was finally located in unit 2.  West of the vertical retaining wall discussed above, 

Structure 2B was topped by an eroded platform 1.5 m wide (Stratum 107).  At this point the platform 

abutted with steep sloping architecture consisting of large boulders piled on top of one another and set 

in mortar (Stratum 109) (Figure 2.5).  This sloped wall face was about 1.2 m high, above which was 

another terrace, this one several meters wide and continuing into the west wall of unit 1.  

A close examination of the point of juncture between the two structures did not reveal a clear 

superposition of one above the other.  In fact, the terminal construction of the two structures appeared to 

have been built in a single phase (Figure 2.6).  Ceramic analysis corroborates this conclusion.  Sherds 

from both structures are Late Classic in date.  It is thus clear that whatever the chronology of the 

architecture buried under Structures 2A and 2B, their terminal phases were coeval; therefore the 

structures were undoubtedly in use during the Late Classic period (see Table 2.1). 
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Figure 2.5  Harris Matrix of Structures 2A (represented by 109 only), 2B, and 2C on extreme right 

 

 
Figure 2.6  Juncture of Structures 2A and 2B 

 

The fact that the two structures were in use simultaneously renders their orientation even more 

unusual. As previously stated, the ballcourt, positioned directly in front of Structure 2A, would have 

blocked this structure’s axial stairway. To ensure that we were indeed dealing with the front of Structure 

2A, rather than the back, it was important to make sure that there was no major plaza west of Structure 

2A. This area, although it has not been mapped, was briefly investigated in 2005. After walking 200 

meters west of Structure 2A, it was determined that no major architecture could be found in this area 

(Cleofo Choc only noted a single mound 1+ m tall), and that Plaza 2 and the ballcourt must lie in front 

of Structure 2A.  
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Ballcourt Area 

 

The final topic we wanted to explore in 2005 was to assess if there were any evidence of ceremonial 

activity near the ballcourt.  Archaeological remains of feasting events have been found at ballcourts 

throughout the Maya area in the form of serving vessels, grinding tools, obsidian blades, and animal 

bones (e.g., Fox 1996; Jeakle 2002).  Evidence indicates that the sponsoring of ritual ballgame events 

was used by elites during the Classic period for political integration and competition.   

To search for such evidence at Yalbac, we placed two 1 x 1 m units to the north (unit 10) and south 

(unit 9) of Structure 2C (3.10 meters distant from the center of structure edges). Unit 9 datum 

(southwest corner) is located 8.95 m from YP at 86°.  Unit 10 datum (13 cm south of the center of the 

southern edge) is located 14.7 m from YO at 138°. Ideally, a wider area would have been opened for 

excavation, but time constraints obliged us to keep the units small. At the end of the season, diagnostic 

sherds from each unit were bagged, labeled, and placed at the bottom of the units (a miscommunication 

caused some unit 9 artifacts to be buried in unit 10, but all were properly labeled).  Each unit was then 

backfilled.  

The excavation of these two units also served to clarify the sequence of plaza floors just north and 

south of Structure 2C.  In each unit 3 plaster floors were exposed, although slightly different numbering 

schemes were used.  The first floor, named 102 in both units, had dissolved and left only a thick layer of 

ballast.  Ceramics from this floor dated to the Late Classic period (Table 2.2).  The second floor, labeled 

103 in each unit, was preserved, and in both units several boulders were exposed resting on top of it.  In 

unit 9 these were named stratum 104, while in unit 10 they were included in stratum 103.  Large 

boulders were uncovered resting on top of the final floor in each unit.  In unit 10 they were also 

included in stratum 103, and the final floor was labeled 104 (the latter not excavated).  In unit 9, 

however, they were given their own stratum number (105), and the floor stratum 106 (Figures 2.7 and 

2.8), the latter not excavated due to the difficulty removing the large flat 105 boulders.  Ceramics from 

the second and third floor are Early Classic in date. 

 

Table 2.2  Ballcourt test unit ceramic dates 

Catalog

# 

Unit Stratum Description Artifacts Ceramic dates 

784 BC-9 101 Topsoil Chert flakes Late Classic volcanic ash sherds, 

~Late Classic bowl—interior slipped 

black 

782 BC-9 Top of 

102 

Surface of 

eroded floor 

Chert flakes Late Classic volcanic ash sherd; 2 

Late Classic turnip jar rims 

783 BC-9 102 Cobble/ pebble 

ballast 

~Deer antler fragment, chert core 

and flakes, jute 

Late Classic volcanic ash sherd; Late 

Classic jar rim; Early Classic basal 

flange 

798 BC-9 Top of 

103 

Top of floor Chert flakes, burned sherds Early Classic basal flange; Early 

Classic Balanza Black sherd; 2 

~Preclassic bowls 

791 BC-9 103 Plaster floor Obsidian blade fragment 

(~notched), chert core 

~Early Classic flange; Preclassic 

bulge bowl; Middle Preclassic 

impressed jar neck 

- BC-9 104 Compact 

cobbles, small 

boulders 

- - 

781 BC-9 105 Large flat 

boulders 

Chert flake, burned sherds ~Early Classic Triunfo striated sherd 

803 BC-10 101 Topsoil Chert flakes Late Classic volcanic ash sherds; red 

slipped flat base, slightly incurving 

bowl 

804 BC-10 Top of 

102 

Surface of 

eroded floor 

Chert flakes Late Classic bowl, annular base and 

everted jar; Early Classic z-angle and 

flange 
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805 BC-10 102 Cobble/ pebble 

ballast 

Chert flakes and chunk, possible 

bird bone fragment 

- 

806 BC-10 103 Plaster floor flakes Early Classic z-angle 

 

 

 
Figure 2.7  Harris Matrix of units 9 and 10 

 

 

 
Figure 2.8  Strata 105 and 106 in unit 9 

 

The amount of artifacts recovered from these units that might indicate ceremonial feasting was 

limited.  From unit 9 we recovered, in addition to ceramics, an antler fragment, jute shell, bone 

fragments, chert flakes and cores, and an obsidian blade fragment.  From unit 10, in addition to 

ceramics, we recovered a bone fragment, possibly from a bird, as well as chert flakes and a chunk.  In 

both units, the sherds that could be identified largely consisted of bowls and jars.  Perhaps further 

exposure of these areas would reveal more evidence of ceremonial activity.  
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Discussion 

 

There are several other ballcourts in the Belize River Valley that were built beginning in the Late 

Preclassic, underused or abandoned in the Early Classic, and revived in the Late Classic (e.g., Ball and 

Taschek 2001; Ferguson 1999; Healy 1992; Jeakle 2002; McGovern 1993).  What makes the Yalbac 

ballcourt unique is its revival and reuse in a noticeably different configuration.  Without extensive 

excavation, there is no way of knowing when Structure 2A, the abutting pyramid temple, was first built.  

However, during its final phase, no axial stairway would have been possible in the front of this structure 

due to the ballcourt’s location.  The 2005 excavations revealed that the two structures were in use during 

the Late Classic period, but it is nevertheless unlikely that they were originally constructed in this 

awkward configuration.  Therefore, the ballcourt could not have been first constructed after the initial 

phase of Structure 2A, nor could Structure 2A have been constructed while the ballcourt was in use.  

Our hypothesis, consequently, has been that Structure 2A was initiated during the period of time after 

the Preclassic ballcourt had been terminated.  This also suggests that those features of the ballcourt 

above the plaza level were razed at the time of its termination.  Furthermore, in the Late Classic, when 

regional trends demanded the presence of a ballcourt at Yalbac, it was revived in its original location. 

The use of the original location is significant.  It is unusual for ballcourts in the Maya area to be 

moved to other loci.  Rather, most display extensive reuse and rebuilding at ballcourts for great spans of 

time.  For Scarborough, this immovability is a demonstration of the ballcourt’s “enduring quality” 

(Scarborough 1991:132), and indicative of its ceremonial associations.  Thus, it is likely that the 

religious requirement of retaining the position of the ballcourt took precedence over the practicality of 

moving it out of the way of Structure 2A’s axial stairway.  

The Yalbac ballcourt has revealed an interesting construction history and points to early 

development at the site.  Although displaying a unique arrangement within the site plan, the ballcourt’s 

construction and chronology are consistent with what is known about the ceremonial importance of the 

ballgame in Maya society.  In addition to the information it can provide about local practices, the 

ballcourt can also be used to tie Yalbac into the political landscape of the region.  Since ballcourts were 

places of political import for Maya elites, their presence and attributes at a particular site are indicators 

of the relative wealth and status of the elites of that polity. 
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Chapter 3 

Two Transects Are Better Than One: 2005 Settlement Survey in the Yalbac Area 

 

Andrew Kinkella 

Moorpark College 

 

Introduction 

This report is a summary of the archaeological survey portion of the 2005 Valley of Peace 

archaeology project (VOPA).  Having solidified our maps of the Yalbac site core several years ago 

(Lucero 2003), we have spent the previous two field seasons creating a survey transect beginning at the 

site core and running northeast to the Cara Blanca pools.  Of notable importance to the settlement 

survey is the question of how the site of Yalbac is related to the 22 natural pools that are located some 

four kilometers to the northeast (see Kinkella 2000).  I am especially interested in comparing settlement 

located around built water mountains (Yalbac) versus settlement located around natural water mountains 

(the pools).  The settlement survey conducted in 2005 builds directly on the work done in 2003 and 

2004, and these data will be used as the core of my dissertation research. 

 

Research strategy 

The settlement survey ran from mid-May to the end of June, 2005.  The survey was undertaken by 

small crews of between two and three crew members, all supervised by myself.  The focus of the 2005 

survey was the continuation of the transect between the Yalbac site core and Pool 7, which I started in 

2004 (Figure 3.1).  The transect was constructed using a Brunton Compass and tripod, which facilitated 

the maintenance of a straight baseline that ran at 41.5° from traverse point ( ) YP at Yalbac to Pool 7.  

In accordance with other survey projects in the Belize Valley area (see Ashmore 1996), a width of 400 

meters was agreed upon as being the best compromise between data acquisition and an economical use 

of time and resources.  A Garmin Venture GPS was used in tandem with the Brunton Compass to record 

our survey track as well as any mounds, pools, and mound groups we encountered.  Sketch maps were 

made of all solitary mounds and mound groups using pace and compass techniques.  Larger mound 

groups (e.g., Pool 7) were mapped using a total station. 

 

 
Figure 3.1  Proposed survey transect 
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In addition to the 2004 transect, a second transect was cut parallel to the first at a distance of 350 

meters to the east (Figure 3.2).  I decided to cut a second transect parallel to the first for several reasons.  

First, I found that the transect cutting went faster and was more exact when a main baseline was being 

established; small perpendicular transects tended to wander and be difficult to measure.  Second, the 

wider main baselines provided a clearer line of sight for GPS satellite acquisition, aiding in mound 

recording.  Third, having two baselines provides a natural border for the survey, making perpendicular 

transects between the two main lines much easier to measure and keep in alignment. 

 

 
Figure 3.2  2005 VOPA settlement survey transect with settlement clusters–Yalbac to Pool 7 

 

Mounds Observed 

The survey crew was able to document approximately 35 additional mounds that were located 

within the 400-meter-wide transect, bringing the current tally to 52.  Most of the new finds were either 

directly on the baseline or within 25 meters of the baseline.  At the end of the 2005 season, the two 

baselines between Yalbac and Pool 7 are very close to completion, but most of the perpendicular 

transects needed to fill in the area between the baselines still need to be completed. 

The mounds ranged in size from less than a meter to approximately 2.5 meters in height, with one 

large, U-shaped mound that was 4 meters tall.  One mound (Mound 42) had a large bulldozer cut on the 

north side.  We were able to clean and profile the cut, and several diagnostic ceramics were collected 

(Table 3.1, Figures 3.3 and 3.4).  The construction history of Mound 42 is very difficult to discern from 

the profile; I believe that there are only two construction phases at most.  The ceramics were collected 

from an “upper level” and a “lower level” that may be the divide between phases, but all ceramics date 

equally to the Late Classic (A.D. 700-900). 
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Table 3.1  Ceramic sherd dates by structure and level from Pool 7 and M42 

Cat # Unit Level Description Ceramic dates 
807 Pool 7 TP 1 101 Topsoil All Late Classic VA: 4 everted jars, annular base, 2 flat 

bases, shallow bowl; EC Balanza Black vase with 

incised designs (circles w/ dots in center) 

813 Pool 7 TP 1 102 Eroded floor and 

ballast 

Late Classic VA plates (2), VA annular base, orange 

paste bowl 

811 Pool 7 TP 1 103 Cobble fill Orange VA (LC?) bowl with red slip interior; ~Mars 

Orange sherd w/ 1 side slipped 

814 Pool 7 TP 1 104 Fill Late Classic VA flared bowl, VA vase or narrow orifice 

jar w/ exterior slipped; ~EC flange 

809 Pool 7 Mound group Surface Late Classic VA flared bowl rim 

812 M42 Bulldozer 

cut 

Upper level Near surface Late Classic VA large open bowl, VA open plates, 

everted jar 

810 M42 Bulldozer 

cut 

Lower level ~fill Late Classic VA everted jar, VA impressed bowl or 

plate, everted jar, vase (~eroded paint and slip); ~EC 

flange 

 

 
Figure 3.3  Profile of Mound 42 

 

 
Figure 3.4  Late Classic jar rim from 2005 VOPA excavations 

 

The largest mound group on the transect after Yalbac itself is the cluster at Pool 7, which was 

mapped with a total station this year (Figure 3.5).  This map built upon an earlier version that was 

constructed with tape and compass.  In addition to the map, we also put in one 1 x 1 meter test pit in the 

middle of Plaza 1 in order to get chronological information for the mound group (Figure 3.6).  As with 
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other test pits done in the area (see Kinkella 2000) and Mound 42, virtually all ceramics date to the 

Spanish Lookout phase, or Late Classic (A.D. 700-900).  The ceramic sherds also continue to be 

dominated by jars; a comparison between poolside sites and non-poolside sites will be done next season 

to see if the poolside sites indeed contain a higher ratio of jars. 

 

 
Figure 3.5  Plazuela Group at Pool 7 with 2005 test pit location 

 

 
Figure 3.6  East Wall of test pit 1, Pool 7 
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Other Observations 

While mapping in the mounds, the survey crew also made a few other observations that will be 

further explored in the future.  First, we noticed that much of the area around the pools, especially to the 

east, was full of crevaced, undulating ground.  These tended to create small caves and rockshelters from 

time to time (Figure 3.7).  We believe this area would be a productive spot to survey for possible cave 

entrances.  Also, settlement seems to drop off towards the east; additional survey should answer why 

this happens. 

 

 
Figure 3.7  Small cave/rockshelter in the vicinity of Pool 9 

 

Results 

 

Preliminary analysis of the patterning of the mounds indicates that soil type continues to correlate 

strongly with settlement location (see Fedick 1996), but other factors may be at work as well.  Good soil 

alone does not explain the clustering near the pool, as the soil there is not very productive (although 

much better soils are less than a kilometer away).  In addition to this, mounds also cluster even more 

nearer to the pools than previously thought.  There appears to be three distinct areas of mound 

clustering; near the Yalbac site core, near Pool 7, and at a location approximately equidistant between 

Yalbac and Pool 7 (see Figure 3.2).  These initial patterns will be further refined during future seasons.  

Specifically, I will explore evidence for ritual and its relation to water sources as a possible explanation 

for the observed settlement patterns (see Andrews and Corletta 1995; Bassie-Sweet 1996), as well as 

explore the built water mountain/natural water mountain dichotomy (Figure 3.8).   
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Figure 3.7  Pool 9 with the Yalbac Hills in background—a natural water mountain 

 

Plans for future research 

In future seasons we will continue the work on the Yalbac/Pool 7 transect.  From there, the transect 

will stretch across the line of 22 pools in the area, and then turn southeast and terminate at the site of 

Saturday Creek (see Figure 3.1).  Settlement survey will also continue in a more intensive fashion in the 

immediate vicinity of the pools themselves.  Underwater explorations of pools with settlement are 

scheduled for future seasons as well, as are continued excavations into the mounds located near pools to 

examine chronology as well as possible building function. 

 

Concluding Remarks 

 

The Yalbac settlement survey is expected to continue until 2007 and beyond.  Further study will 

increase our understanding of the relationship between the pools and the surrounding communities, as 

well as explore the possibilities of the pools as pilgrimage destinations of ritual importance, and 

examine the relationship between settlement around built water mountains (Yalbac) versus settlement 

around natural water mountains (Cara Blanca). 
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